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Video object segmentation is a task that humans perform efficiently and effectively, but which is difficult for a computer to perform.
Since video segmentation plays an important role for many emerging applications, as those enabled by the MPEG-4 and MPEG-7
standards, the ability to assess the segmentation quality in view of the application targets is a relevant task for which a standard,
or even a consensual, solution is not available. This paper considers the evaluation of overall segmentation partitions quality,
highlighting one of its major components: the contextual relevance of the segmented objects. Video object relevance metrics
are presented taking into account the behaviour of the human visual system and the visual attention mechanisms. In particular,
contextual relevance evaluation takes into account the context where an object is found, exploiting, for instance, the contrast
to neighbours or the position in the image. Most of the relevance metrics proposed in this paper can also be used in contexts
other than segmentation quality evaluation, such as object-based rate control algorithms, description creation, or image and video
quality evaluation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When working with image and video segmentation, the ma-
jor objective is to design an algorithm that produces appro-
priate segmentation results for the particular goals of the ap-
plication addressed. Nowadays, several applications exploit
the representation of a video scene as a composition of video
objects, taking advantage of the object-based standards for
coding and representation specified by ISO: MPEG-4 [1] and
MPEG-7 [2]. Examples are interactive applications that as-
sociate specific information and interactive “hooks” to the
objects present in a given video scene, or applications that
select different coding strategies, in terms of both techniques
and parameter configurations, to encode the various video
objects in the scene.

To enable such applications, the assessment of the im-
age and video segmentation quality in view of the application
goals assumes a crucial importance. In some cases, segmenta-
tion is automatically obtained using techniques like chroma-
keying at the video production stage, but often the segmen-
tation needs to be computed based on the image and video
contents by using appropriate segmentation algorithms. Seg-
mentation quality evaluation allows assessing the segmenta-
tion algorithm’s adequacy for the targeted application, and it
provides information that can be used to optimise the seg-
mentation algorithm’s behaviour by using the so-called rele-
vance feedback mechanism [3].

Currently, there are no standard, or commonly accepted,
methodologies available for objective evaluation of image
or video segmentation quality. The current practice consists
mostly in subjective ad hoc assessment by a representative
group of human viewers. This is a time-consuming and ex-
pensive process for which no standard methodologies have
been developed—often the standard subjective video quality
evaluation guidelines are followed for test environment setup
and scoring purposes [4, 5]. Nevertheless, efforts to propose
objective evaluation methodologies and metrics have been
intensified recently, with several proposals being available in
the literature—see, for instance, [6–8].

Both subjective and objective segmentation quality eval-
uation methodologies usually consider two classes of eval-
uation procedures, depending on the availability, or not, of
a reference segmentation taking the role of “ground truth,”
to be compared against the results of the segmentation algo-
rithm under study. Evaluation against a reference is usually
called relative, or discrepancy, evaluation, and when no ref-
erence is available it is usually called standalone, or goodness,
evaluation.

Subjective evaluation, both relative and standalone, typ-
ically proceeds by analysing the segmentation quality of one
object after another, with the human evaluators integrating
the partial results and, finally, deciding on an overall segmen-
tation quality score [9]. Objective evaluation automates all
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the evaluation procedures, but the metrics available typically
performwell only for very constrained applications scenarios
[6].

Another distinction that is often made in terms of seg-
mentation quality evaluation is if objects are taken individu-
ally, individual object evaluation, or if a segmentation parti-
tion1 is evaluated, overall segmentation evaluation. The need
for individual object segmentation quality evaluation is mo-
tivated by the fact that each video object may be indepen-
dently stored in a database, or reused in a different context.
An overall segmentation evaluation may determine, for in-
stance, if the segmentation goals for a certain application
have been globally met, and thus if a segmentation algorithm
is appropriate for a given type of application. The evaluation
of each object’s relevance in the scene is essential for over-
all segmentation quality evaluation, as segmentation errors
are less well tolerated for those objects that attract more the
human visual attention.

This paper proposes metrics for the objective evaluation
of video object relevance, namely, in view of objective overall
segmentation quality evaluation. Section 2 presents the gen-
eral methodology and metrics considered for overall video
segmentation quality evaluation. The proposed methodol-
ogy for video object relevance evaluation is presented in
Section 3 and relevance evaluation metrics are proposed in
Section 4. Results are presented in Section 5 and conclusions
in Section 6.

2. OVERALL SEGMENTATIONQUALITY EVALUATION
METHODOLOGY ANDMETRICS

Both standalone and relative evaluation techniques can be
employed for objective overall segmentation quality evalu-
ation, whose goal is to produce an evaluation result for the
whole partition. In this paper, the methodology for segmen-
tation quality evaluation proposed in [6], including fivemain
steps, is followed.

(1) Segmentation. The segmentation algorithm is applied
to the test sequences selected as a representative of the
application domain in question.

(2) Individual object segmentation quality evaluation. For
each object, the corresponding individual object seg-
mentation quality, either standalone or relative, is eval-
uated.

(3) Object relevance evaluation. The relevance of each ob-
ject, in the context of the video scene being analyzed, is
evaluated. Object relevance can be estimated by eval-
uating how much human visual attention the object is
able to capture. Relevance evaluation is the main focus
of this paper.

(4) Similarity of objects evaluation. The correctness of the
match between the objects identified by the segmenta-
tion algorithm and those relevant to the targeted ap-
plication is evaluated.

1 A partition is understood as the set of non-overlapping objects that com-
poses an image (or video frame), at a given time instant.

(5) Overall segmentation quality evaluation. The overall
segmentation quality is evaluated by weighting the in-
dividual segmentation quality for the various objects
in the scene with their relevance values, reflecting, for
instance, the object’s likeliness to be further reused
or subject to some special processing that requires its
shape to be as close as possible to the original. The
overall evaluation also takes into account the similarity
between the target set of objects and those identified by
the segmentation algorithm.

The computation of the overall video segmentation qual-
ity metric (SQ) combines the individual object segmentation
quality measures (SQ iok), for each object k, the object’s rel-
ative contextual relevance (RC relk), and the similarity of
objects factor (sim obj factor). To take into account the
temporal dimension of video, the instantaneous segmenta-
tion quality of objects can be weighted by the corresponding
instantaneous relevance and similarity of objects factors. The
overall segmentation quality evaluationmetric for a video se-
quence is expressed by

SQ = 1
N
·

N∑

t=1

[
sim obj factort

·
num objects∑

k=1

(
SQ iokt ·RC relkt

)
]
,

(1)

where N is the number of images of the video sequence, and
the inner sum is performed for all the objects in the estimated
partition at time instant t.

The individual object segmentation quality evaluation
metric (SQ iok) differs for the standalone and relative cases.
Standalone evaluation is based on the expected feature values
computed for the selected object (intra-object metrics) and
the disparity of some key features to its neighbours (inter-
object metrics). The applicability and usefulness of stan-
dalone elementary metrics strongly depends on the targeted
application and a single general-purpose metric is difficult to
establish. Relative evaluation is based on dissimilarity met-
rics that compare the segmentation results estimated by the
tested algorithm against the reference segmentation.

With the above overall video segmentation quality met-
ric, the higher the individual object quality is for the most
relevant objects, the better the resulting overall segmentation
quality is, while an incorrect match between target and esti-
mated objects also penalises segmentation quality.

3. VIDEO OBJECT RELEVANCE EVALUATION
CONTEXT ANDMETHODOLOGY

Objective overall segmentation quality evaluation requires
the availability of an object relevance evaluation metric, ca-
pable of measuring the object’s ability to capture human vi-
sual attention. Such object relevance evaluation metric can
also be useful for other purposes like description creation,
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rate control, or image and video quality evaluation. Object-
based description creation can benefit from a relevance met-
ric both directly as an object descriptor or as additional in-
formation. For instance, when storing the description of an
object in a database, the relevance measure can be used to se-
lect the appropriate level of detail for the description to store;
more relevant objects should deservemore detailed and com-
plete descriptions. Object-based rate control consists in find-
ing and using, in an object-based video encoder, the optimal
distribution of resources among the various objects compos-
ing a scene in order to maximise the perceived subjective im-
age quality at the receiver. For this purpose, a metric capable
of estimating in an objective and automatic way the subjec-
tive relevance of each of the objects to be coded is highly de-
sirable, allowing a better allocation of the available resources.
Also for frame-based video encoders, the knowledge of the
more relevant image areas can be used to improve the rate
control operation. In the field of image and video quality
evaluation, the identification of the most relevant image ar-
eas can provide further information about the human per-
ception of quality for the complete scene, thus improving im-
age quality evaluation methodologies, as exemplified in [10].

The relevance of an object may be computed by con-
sidering the object on its own—individual object relevance
evaluation—or adjusted to its context, since an object’s rel-
evance is conditioned by the simultaneous presence of other
objects in the scene—contextual object relevance evaluation.

Individual object relevance evaluation (RI)

This is of great interest whenever the object in question
might be individually reused, as it gives an evaluation of
the intrinsic subjective impact of that object. An example is
an application where objects are described and stored in a
database for later composition of new scenes.

Contextual object relevance evaluation (RC)

This is useful whenever the context where the object is found
is important. For instance, when establishing an overall seg-
mentation quality measurement, or in a rate control sce-
nario, the object’s relevance in the scene context is the ap-
propriate measure.

Both individual and contextual relevance evaluation
metrics can be absolute or relative. Absolute relevance met-
rics (RI abs and RC abs) are normalised to the [0, 1] range,
with value one corresponding to the highest relevance; each
object can assume any relevance value independently of other
objects. Relative relevance metrics (RI rel and RC rel) are
obtained from the absolute relevance values by further nor-
malisation, so that at any given instant the sum of the relative
relevance values is one:

RC relkt = RC abskt∑num objects
j=1 RC abs jt

, (2)

where RC relkt is the relative contextual object relevance
metric for object k, at time instant t, which is computed

from the corresponding absolute values for all objects (num
objects) in the scene at that instant.

The metrics considered for object relevance evaluation,
both individual and contextual, are composite metrics in-
volving the combination of several elementary metrics, each
one capturing the effect of a feature that has impact on the
object’s relevance. The composite metrics proposed in this
paper are computed for each time instant; the instantaneous
values are then combined to output a single measurement
for each object of a video sequence. This combination can be
obtained by averaging, or taking the median of, the instanta-
neous values.

An object’s relevance should reflect its importance in
terms of human visual perception. Object relevance infor-
mation can be gathered from various sources.

(i) A priori information. A way to rank object’s relevance
is by using the available a priori information about the type
of application in question and the corresponding expected
results. For instance, in a video-telephony application where
the segmentation targets are the speaker and the background,
it is known that the most important object is the speaking
person. This type of information is very valuable, even if dif-
ficult to quantify in terms of a metric.

(ii)User interaction. Information on the relevance of each
object can be provided through direct human intervention.
This procedure is usually not very practical, as even when
the objects in the scene remain the same, their relevance will
often vary with the temporal evolution of the video sequence.

(iii) Automatic measurement. It is desirable to have an
automatic way of determining the relevance for the objects
present in a scene, at each time instant. The resulting mea-
sure should take into account the object’s characteristics that
make them instantaneously more or less important in terms
of human visual perception and, in the case of contextual rel-
evance evaluation, also the characteristics of the surrounding
areas.

These three sources of relevance information are not
mutually exclusive. When available, both a priori and user-
supplied information should be used, with the automatic
measurement process complementing them.

The methodology followed for the design of automatic
evaluation video object relevance metrics consists in three
main steps [11].

(1) Human visual system attention mechanisms. The first
step is the identification of the image and video fea-
tures that are considered more relevant for the human
visual system (HVS) attention mechanisms, that is, the
factors attracting viewers’ attention (see Section 4.1).

(2) Elementary metrics for object relevance. The second step
consists in the selection of a set of objective elementary
metrics capable of measuring the relevance of each of
the identified features (see Section 4.2).

(3) Composite metrics for object relevance. The final step
is to propose composite metrics for individual and
contextual video object’s relevance evaluation, based
on the elementary metrics above selected (see Section
4.3).
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Ideally, the proposed metrics should produce relevance
results that correctly match the corresponding subjective
evaluation produced by human observers.

4. METRICS FOR VIDEO OBJECT
RELEVANCE EVALUATION

Following the methodology proposed in Section 3, the
human visual attention mechanisms are discussed in
Section 4.1, elementary metrics that can be computed to
automatically mimic the HVS behaviour are proposed in
Section 4.2, and composite metrics for relevance evaluation
are proposed in Section 4.3.

4.1. Human visual system attentionmechanisms

The human visual attention mechanisms are determinant
for setting up object relevance evaluation metrics. Objects
that capture more the viewer’s attention are those considered
more relevant.

The HVS operates with a variable resolution, very high
in the fovea and decreasing very fast towards the eye periph-
ery. Directed eye movements (saccades) occur every 100–
500milliseconds to change the position of the fovea. Under-
standing the conditioning of these movements may help in
establishing criteria for the evaluation of object relevance.
Factors influencing eye movements and attention can be
grouped into low-level and high-level factors, depending on
the amount of semantic information they have associated.

Low-level factors influencing eye movements and view-
ing attention include the following [10].

(i) Motion. The peripheral vision mechanisms are very
sensitive to changes in motion, this being one of the
strongest factors in capturing attention. Objects ex-
hibiting distinct motion properties from those of its
neighbours usually get more attention.

(ii) Position. Attention is usually focused on the centre of
the image for more than 25% of the time.

(iii) Contrast. Highly contrasted areas tend to capture more
the viewing attention.

(iv) Size. Regions with large area tend to attract viewing at-
tention; this effect, however, has a saturation point.

(v) Shape. Regions of long and thin shapes tend to capture
more the viewer’s attention.

(vi) Orientation. Some orientations (horizontal, vertical)
seem to get more attention from the HVS.

(vii) Colour. Some colours tend to attract more the atten-
tion of human viewers; a typical example is the red
colour.

(viii) Brightness. Regions with high brightness (luminance)
attract more attention.

High-level factors influencing eye movements and atten-
tion include the following [10].

(i) Foreground/background. Usually foreground objects
get more attention than the background.

(ii) People. The presence of people, faces, eyes, mouth,
hands usually attracts viewing attention due to their
importance in the context of most applications.

(iii) Viewing context. Depending on the viewing context,
different objects may assume different relevance val-
ues, for example, a car parked in a street or arriving at
a gate with a car control.

Another important HVS characteristic is the existence of
masking effects. Masking affects the perception of the var-
ious image components in the presence of each other and
in the presence of noise [12]. Some image components may
be masked due to noise (noise masking), similarly textured
neighbouring objects may mask each other (texture mask-
ing), and the existence of a gaze point towards an object may
mask the presence of other objects in an image (object mask-
ing). In terms of object relevance evaluation, texture and ob-
ject masking assume a particular importance, since the si-
multaneous presence of various objects with different char-
acteristics may lead to some of them receivingmore attention
than others.

4.2. Elementarymetrics for object
relevance evaluation

To automatically evaluate the relevance of an object, a num-
ber of elementary metrics are derived taking into account
the human visual system characteristics. The proposal of the
elementary relevance metrics should also take into account
the previous work in this field; some relevant references are
[10, 11, 13–16].

Each of the proposed elementary metrics is normalised
to produce results in the [0, 1] range. Normalisation is done
taking into account the dynamic range of each of the met-
rics, and in certain cases also by truncation to a range con-
sidered significant, determined after exhaustive testing with
the MPEG-4 video test set.

The metrics considered are grouped, according to their
semantic value, as low-level or high-level ones.

Low-level metrics

Both spatial and temporal features of the objects can be con-
sidered for computing low-level relevance metrics.

(1)Motion activity. This is one of themost important fea-
tures according to the HVS characteristics. After performing
global motion estimation and compensation to remove the
influence of camera motion, two metrics that complement
each other are computed.

(i) Motion vectors average (avg mv) computes the sum of
the absolute average motion vector components of the
object at a given time instant, normalised by an image
size factor:

avg mv =
∣∣avg X vec(k)

∣∣ +
∣∣avg Y vec(k)

∣∣
(√

area(I)/ area(Q)
) · 4 , (3)

where avg X vec(k) and avg Y vec(k) are the aver-
age x and y motion vectors components for object k,
area(I) is the image size and area(Q) is the size of a
QCIF image (176×144). The result is truncated to the
[0,1] range.
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(ii) Temporal perceptual information (TI), proposed in
[5] for video quality evaluation, is a measure of the
amount of temporal change in a video. The TI metric
closely depends on the object differences for consecu-
tive time instants, t and t − 1:

TIstdev
(
kt
)

=
√√√√√

1
N
·
∑

i

∑

j

(
kt−kt−1

)2−
(
1
N
·
∑

i

∑

j

(
kt−kt−1

))2
.

(4)

For normalisation purposes, the metric results are di-
vided by 128 and truncated to the [0,1] range.

(2) Size. As large objects tend to capture more the visual
attention, a metric based on the object’s area, in pixels, is
used. The complete image area is taken into account for nor-
malisation of results:

size =
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
4 · area(k)

area(I)
, 4 · area(k) < area(I),

1, 4 · area(k) ≥ area(I),
(5)

where k and I represent the object being evaluated and the
image, respectively. It is assumed that objects covering, at
least, one quarter of the image area are already large enough,
thus justifying the inclusion of a saturation effect in this met-
ric.

(3) Shape and orientation. The human visual system
seems to prefer some specific types of shapes and orienta-
tions. Among these are long and thin, compact, and circular
object shapes. Also horizontal and vertical orientations seem
to be often preferred. A set of metrics to represent these fea-
tures is considered: circularity (circ), elongation and com-
pactness (elong compact), and orientation (ori).

(i) Circularity. Circular-shaped objects are among the
most preferred by human viewers and thus an appro-
priate metric of relevance is circularity:

circ(k) = 4 · π · area(k)
perimeter2(k)

. (6)

(ii) Elongation and compactness. A metric that captures the
properties of elongation and compactness and com-
bines them into a single measurement is proposed as
follows:

elong compact(k) = elong(k)
10

+
compactness(k)

150
. (7)

The weights in the formula were obtained after an ex-
haustive set of tests and are used for normalisation
purposes together with a truncation at the limit values
of 0 and 1.

Elongation can be defined as follows [17]:

elong(k) = area(k)
(
2 · thickness(k))2

, (8)

where thickness(k) is the number of morphological
erosion steps [18] that have to be applied to object k
until it disappears.
Compactness is a measure of the spatial dispersion of
the pixels composing an object; the lower the disper-
sion, the higher the compactness. It is defined as fol-
lows [17]:

compactness(k) = perimeter2(k)
area(k)

, (9)

where the perimeter is computed along the object bor-
der using a 4-neighbourhood.

(iii) Orientation. Horizontal and vertical orientations seem
to be preferred by human viewers. A corresponding
relevance metric is given by

orient =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

∣∣∣∣3−
est ori
π/4

∣∣∣∣, est ori >π
2 ,

∣∣∣∣
est ori
π/4

− 1
∣∣∣∣, est ori <π

2 ,
(10)

where est ori is defined as [17]:

est ori = 1
2
· tan−1

(
2 · μ11(k)

μ20(k) · μ02(k)

)
, (11)

with μ11, μ02, and μ20 being the first- and second-order
centred moments for the spatial positions of the object
pixels.

(4) Brightness and redness. Bright and coloured, especially
red, objects seem to attract more the human visual attention.
The proposed metric to evaluate these features is

brigh red = 3 · avg Y(k) + avg V(k)
4 · 255 , (12)

where avg Y(k) and avg V(k) compute the average values
for the Y and V object colour components.

(5) Object complexity. An object with a more com-
plex/detailed spatial content will usually tend to capture
more attention. This fact can be measured using the spatial
perceptual information (SI) and the criticality (critic) met-
rics for the estimated object.

(i) Spatial perceptual information (SI). This is a measure
of spatial detail, usually taking higher values for more
(spatially) complex contents. It was proposed in [5] for
video quality evaluation, based on the amplitude of the
Sobel edge detector. SI can also be applied to an object
k:

SI = max
time

(
SIstdev(k)

)
(13)
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with

SIstdev(k)

=
√√√√√

1
N
·
∑

i

∑

j

(
Sobel(k)

)2 −
(
1
N
·
∑

i

∑

j

(
Sobel(k)

))2
.

(14)

SI is normalised to the [0, 1] range dividing the metric
results by 128, followed by truncation.

(ii) Criticality (critic). The criticality metric (crit) was pro-
posed in [19] for video quality evaluation combining
spatial and temporal information about the video se-
quence. For object relevance evaluation purposes, the
proposed metric (critic) is applied to each object:

critic = 1− crit
5

(15)

with

crit = 4.68− 0.54 · p1 − 0.46 · p2,
p1 = log10

(
meantime

(
SIrms(k) · TIrms(k)

))
,

p2 = log10

(
max
time

(
abs

(
SIrms

(
kt
)− SIrms

(
kt−1

))))
,

SIrms(k) =
√√√√ 1
N
·
∑

i

∑

j

(
Sobel(k)

)2
,

TIrms
(
kt
) =

√√√√ 1
N
·
∑

i

∑

j

(
kt − kt−1

)2
.

(16)

(6) Position. Position is an important metric for contex-
tual evaluation, as the fovea is usually directed to the centre
of the image around 25% of the time [10]. The distance of the
centre of gravity of object k to the image (I) centre is used as
the position metric:

pos = 1−
∣∣grav Xc(I)− grav Xc(k)

∣∣/grav Xc(I) +
∣∣grav Yc(I)− grav Yc(k)

∣∣/grav Yc(I)
2

, (17)

where grav Xc(k) and grav Yc(k) represent, respectively,
the x-and y-coordinates of the centre of gravity of object k.
The normalisation to the [0,1] range is guaranteed by trun-
cation.

(7)Contrast to neighbours. An object exhibiting high con-
trast values to its neighbours tends to capture more the
viewer attention, thus being more relevant. The metric pro-
posed for its evaluation measures the average maximum lo-
cal contrast of each pixel to its neighbours at a given time
instant:

contrast = 1
4 ·Nb

·
∑

i, j

(
2·max

(
DYij

)
+max

(
DUij

)
+max

(
DVij

))
,

(18)

where Nb is the number of border pixels of the object, and
DY i j , DU i j , and DV i j are measured as the differences be-
tween an object’s border pixel, with Y , U , and V compo-
nents, and its 4-neighbours.

Notice that the position and contrast metrics are applica-
ble only for contextual relevance evaluation.

High-level metrics

These are metrics involving some kind of semantic under-
standing of the scene.

(1) Background. whether an object belongs to the back-
ground or to the foreground of a scene influences the user
attention devoted to that object, with foreground objects

typically receiving a larger amount of attention. Additionally,
it is possible to distinguish the various foreground objects
according to their depth levels. Typically, objects moving in
front of other objects receive a larger amount of visual atten-
tion.

A contextual relevance metric, called background, may
be associated to this characteristic of an object, taking a value
between zero (objects belonging to the background) and
one (topmost foreground objects). Desirably, depth estima-
tion can be computed using automatic algorithms, eventually
complemented with user assistance to guarantee the desired
meaningfulness of the results. User input may be provided
when selecting the object masks corresponding to each ob-
ject, for example, by checking a background flag in the dialog
box used.

The proposed background metric is

background =
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0, n = 0,

0.5 ·
(
1 +

n

N

)
, n �= 0,

(19)

where n takes value 0 for the background components, and a
depth level ranging from 1 to N for the foreground objects.
The highest value is attributed to the topmost foreground ob-
ject. This metric distinguishes the background from the fore-
ground objects, thus receiving the name background, even if
a distinction between the various foreground objects accord-
ing to their depth is also performed.

(2) Type of object. Some types of objects usually get more
attention from the user due to their intrinsic semantic value.
For instance, when a person is present in an image it usually
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gets high viewer attention, in particular the face area. Or, for
an application that automatically reads car license plates, the
most relevant objects are the cars and their license plates. If
algorithms for detecting the application-relevant objects are
available, their results can provide useful information for ob-
ject relevance determination. In such cases, the correspond-
ing metric would take value one when a positive detection
occurs and zero otherwise.

Apart from the metrics that explicitly include informa-
tion about the context where the object is identified (posi-
tion, contrast to neighbours and background), which make
sense only for contextual relevance evaluation, the remain-
ing metrics presented can be considered for both individual
and contextual relevance evaluation.

4.3. Compositemetrics for object relevance evaluation

This section proposes composite metrics for individual and
for contextual object relevance evaluation. As different se-
quences present different characteristics, a single elementary
metric, which is often related to a single HVS property, is not
expected to always adequately estimate object relevance. This
leads to the definition of composite metrics that integrate the
various factors to which theHVS is sensitive to be able to pro-
vide robust relevance results independently of the particular
segmentation partition under consideration.

The combination of elementary metrics into compos-
ite ones was done after an exhaustive set of tests, using the
MPEG-4 test set, with each elementary metric behaviour be-
ing subjectively evaluated by human observers.

For individual relevance, only an absolute metric is pro-
posed, providing relevance values in the range [0,1]. For con-
textual relevance, the objective is to propose a relative met-
ric to be used in segmentation quality evaluation, providing
object relevance values that, at any temporal instant, sum to
one. These relative contextual relevance values are obtained
from the absolute contextual relevance values by using (2).
To obtain a relevance evaluation representative of a complete
sequence or shot, a temporal integration of the instantaneous
values can be done by performing a temporal average or me-
dian of the instantaneous relevance values.

Composite metric for individual object
relevance evaluation

The selection of weights for the various elementary relevance
metrics is done taking into account the impact of each met-
ric in terms of its ability to capture the human visual atten-
tion, complemented by each elementary metric’s behaviour
in the set of tests performed. The result was the assignment
of the largest weights to the motion activity and complexity
metrics. The exact values selected for the weights of the vari-
ous classes of metrics, and for the elementary metrics within
each class represented by more than one elementary metrics,
resulted from an exhaustive set of tests. It is worth recalling
that for individual relevance evaluation, the elementary met-
rics of position, contrast and background cannot be used.

The proposed composite metric for absolute individual
object relevance evaluation (RI absk) for an object k, which

produces relevance values in the range [0,1], is given by

RI absk = 1
N
·

N∑

t=1
RI abskt , (20)

whereN is the total number of temporal instances in the seg-
mented sequence being evaluated, and the instantaneous val-
ues of RI abskt are given by

RI abskt
= 0.38 ·mot activt +0.33 · compt +0.14 · shapet
+ 0.1 · bright redt +0.05 · sizet

(21)

with

mot activt = 0.57 · avg mvt +0.43 · TIt,
shapet = 0.4 · circt +0.6 · elong compactt ,

compt = 0.5 · SIt +0.5 · critict .
(22)

The instantaneous values of the relative individual object
relevance evaluation (RI relkt) can be obtained from the cor-
responding absolute individual relevance (RI abski) metric
by applying (2).

Composite metric for contextual object relevance evaluation

The composite metric for absolute contextual object rele-
vance evaluation (RC absk) produces relevance values be-
tween 0 and 1. Its main difference regarding the absolute in-
dividual object relevancemetric (RI absk) is that the contex-
tual elementary metrics can now be additionally taken into
account.

The proposed metric for the instantaneous values of the
absolute contextual object relevance (RC abskt) is given by

RC abskt
= 0.3 ·motion activt +0.25 · compt +0.13 · high levelt
+ 0.1 · shapet +0.085 · bright redt +0.045

· (contrastt +positiont + sizet
)
,

(23)

with motion activt, shapet , and compt defined as for the
RI absk composite metric, and high levelt defined as

high levelt = backgroundt . (24)

The proposed metric for computing the instantaneous
values of the relative contextual object relevance evaluation
(RC relkt), which produces a set of relevance values that sum
to one at any time instant, is obtained from the correspond-
ing absolute contextual relevance (RC abski) metric by ap-
plying (2).

Finally, the relative contextual object relevance evalua-
tionmetric (RC relk) producing results for the complete du-
ration of the sequence is given by the temporal average of the
instantaneous values:

RC relk = 1
N
·

N∑

t=1
RC relkt. (25)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Sample frames of the test sequences: Akiyo (a), Hall Monitor (b), Coastguard (c), and Stefan (d).
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Figure 2: Individual and contextual absolute relevance metrics for a portion of the Coastguard sequence.

The relevance evaluation algorithm developed is com-
pletely automatic as far as the low-level metrics are con-
cerned. The only interaction requested from the user in terms
of contextual relevance evaluation regards the classification
of objects as background or foreground, and eventually the
identification of the depth levels for the foreground objects
(if this is not done automatically).

5. OBJECT RELEVANCE EVALUATION RESULTS

Since this paper is focused on object relevance evaluation
for objective evaluation of overall segmentation quality, the
most interesting set of results for this purpose are those of
relative contextual object relevance evaluation. However, for
completeness, also individual object relevance results are in-
cluded in this section. The object relevance results presented
here use the MPEG-4 test sequences “Akiyo,” “Hall Moni-
tor,” “Coastguard,” and “Stefan,” for which sample frames
are included in Figure 1. The objects for which relevance
is estimated are obtained from the corresponding refer-
ence segmentation masks available from the MPEG-4 test
set, namely: “Newsreader” and “Background” for sequence
“Akiyo”; “Walking Man” and “Background” for sequence
“Hall Monitor”; “Tennis Player” and “Background” for se-
quence “Stefan”; “Small Boat,” “Large Boat,” “Water,” and
“Land” for sequence “Coastguard.”

Examples of absolute relevance evaluation results are in-
cluded in Figures 2 and 3. These figures show the temporal
evolution of the instantaneous absolute individual and con-
textual relevance values estimated for each object, in samples
of the Coastguard and Stefan sequences.

Figure 4 shows a visual representation of each object’s
temporal average of absolute contextual object relevance val-
ues, where the brighter the object is, the higher its relevance
is.

Examples of relative object relevance results are provided
in Table 1. The table includes the temporal average values of
both the individual (Indiv) and contextual (Context) relative
object relevancies, computed using the proposed metrics for
each object of the tested sequences.

Individual object relevance results show that objects with
larger motion activity and more detailed spatial content tend
to achieve higher metric values. For instance, the background
object in the Akiyo sequence gets the lowest absolute indi-
vidual relevance value (RI abs = 0.23, RI rel = 0.36), as
it is static and it has a reasonably uniform spatial content.
On the other hand, the tennis player object of the Stefan
sequence is considered the most relevant object (RI abs =
0.73, RI rel = 0.58), mainly because it includes a consider-
able amount of motion.

Contextual object relevance results additionally consider
metrics such as the spatial position of the object, its contrast
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Figure 3: Individual and contextual absolute relevance metrics for a portion of the Stefan sequence.
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Figure 4: Visual representation of each object’s temporal average of absolute contextual object relevance values for the Akiyo (a), Hall
Monitor (b), Coastguard (c), and Stefan (d) sequences.

Table 1: Temporal average of objective individual (Indiv) and contextual (Context-Obj) relative relevance values for each object of the test
sequences considered. For contextual relevance values, the average subjective (Subj) values obtained from a limited subjective evaluation test
and the corresponding differences (Diff) from automatically computed values are also included.

Akiyo

Background (Obj 0) Newsreader (Obj 1)

Indiv
Context

Indiv
Context

Obj Subj Diff Obj Subj Diff

0.36 0.33 0.25 −0.08 0.64 0.67 0.75 0.08

Hall Monitor

Background (Obj 0) Walking man (Obj 1)

Indiv
Context

Indiv
Context

Obj Subj Diff Obj Subj Diff

0.38 0.36 0.34 −0.02 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.02

Stefan

Background (Obj 0) Tennis player (Obj 1)

Indiv
Context

Indiv
Context

Obj Subj Diff Obj Subj Diff

0.42 0.39 0.35 −0.04 0.58 0.61 0.65 0.04

Coastguard

Water (Obj 0) Large boat (Obj 1)

Indiv
Context

Indiv
Context

Obj Subj Diff Obj Subj Diff

0.20 0.18 0.12 −0.06 0.33 0.34 0.36 0.02

Small boat (Obj 2) Land (Obj 3)

Indiv
Context

Indiv
Context

Obj Subj Diff Obj Subj Diff

0.27 0.30 0.36 0.06 0.20 0.18 0.16 −0.02
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to the neighbours and the information about belonging or
not to the background, which have an important role in
terms of the HVS behaviour. Comparing the individual and
contextual relative relevance values, included in Table 1, for
instance, for the Stefan sequence, it is possible to observe that
the relative individual object relevancies are 0.42 and 0.58 for
the background and tennis player objects, respectively, while
the corresponding contextual values are 0.39 and 0.61. These
results show that by using the additional contextual elemen-
tary metrics the tennis player gets a higher relevance value, as
could be expected from a subjective evaluation.

To support the above conclusion, a set of informal sub-
jective tests was performed. These tests were performed by a
restricted number of test subjects (ten), mainly people work-
ing at the Telecommunications Institute of Instituto Supe-
rior Técnico, Lisbon, Portugal. The test subjects were shown
the various test sequences as well as the various segmented
objects composing each partition, over a grey background,
and were asked to give an absolute contextual object rele-
vance score for each object in the [0,1] range; these absolute
scores were then converted into relative scores using (2). Rel-
evance was defined to the test subjects as the ability of the ob-
ject to capture the viewer attention. Table 1 also includes the
average subjective test results (Subj) together with their dif-
ferences (Diff) from the relative contextual object relevance
values computed automatically (Obj).

These results show a close match between the objec-
tive/automatic object relevance evaluation and the informal
subjective tests. The only significant differences occur for the
two sequences containing “human objects,” notably people
facing the camera. In this case, the automatic algorithms
underestimated the corresponding object relevance values.
This observation reinforces the need for inclusion, whenever
available, of the high-level type of object metric, namely, to
appropriately take into account the presence of people.

Another difference can be observed in the results for the
Coastguard sequence, where the automatic classification sys-
tem gave higher relevance values to the large boat, while test
subjects ranked it as equally relevant to the small boat. In this
case, the fact that the camera was following the small boat
had a large impact on the subjective results, while the au-
tomatic metrics only partially captured the HVS behaviour.
To better cover this case, the motion activity class of metrics
could take into account not only the motion of the object but
also its relation to the camera motion.

In general, the automatically computed results presented
above tend to agree with the human subjective impression
of the object’s relevance. It can be noticed that for all the
tested cases, the objects have been adequately ranked by the
composite objective relevance evaluation metrics. Contex-
tual metrics tend to agree better with the subjective assess-
ment of relevance, which typically takes into account the
context where the object is found. Even when the context
of the scene is not considered, the absolute individual ob-
ject relevance metrics (not using the position, contrast, and
background metrics) manage to successfully assign higher
relevance values to those objects that present characteristics
that attract most the human visual attention.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained with the proposed object relevance eval-
uation metrics indicate that an appropriate combination of
elementary metrics, mimicking the human visual system at-
tention mechanisms behaviour, makes it possible to have an
automatic system to automatically measure the relevance of
each video object in a scene. This paper has proposed con-
textual and individual object relevance metrics, applicable
whenever the object context in the scene should, or should
not, be taken into account, respectively. In both cases, abso-
lute and relative relevance values can be computed.

For overall segmentation quality evaluation, the objec-
tive metric to be used is the relative contextual object rel-
evance, as it expresses the object’s relevance in the context
of the scene. This is also the metric to be used for rate con-
trol or image quality evaluation scenarios, as discussed in
Section 3. From the results in Section 5, it was observed that
the proposed objective metric for relative contextual object
relevance achieves results in close agreement with the subjec-
tive relevance perceived by human observers. As an example,
a mobile video application that segments the video scene into
a set of objects can be considered. This application would
make use of the relative contextual relevance metric to select
for transmission only the most relevant objects and allocate
the available coding resources among these objects according
to their instantaneous relevancies.

The absolute individual object relevance metric can also
play an important role in applications such as description
creation. An example is the management of a database of
video objects that are used for the composition of new video
scenes using the stored objects. In this type of application,
objects can be obtained from the segmentation of natural
video sequences and stored in the database together with
descriptive information. The objects to be stored in the
database as well as the amount of descriptive information
about them can be decided taking into consideration the cor-
responding relevancies.
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